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“Digital Literacy should be placed at the heart of all learning, not only the technologies area of the 

curriculum. Digital literacy outcomes could be met in any/all curriculum areas and so all practitioners 

can contribute to and reinforce them”          (Education Scotland, 2017) 

 

 

Rationale: 

Digital technologies have transformed almost every aspect of our lives and we recognise that we 

have a responsibility to ensure all of our learners are developing strong digital skills for life. 

This strategy aims to set out how we can effectively integrate technology into classrooms to have 

the most powerful impact on our learning and teaching and to make sure we are applying technologies 

selectively and flexibly to complement our current teaching strategies. 

Our aims are in line with the objectives of the Scottish Government in that we aim to develop skills 

and confidence in both educators and children to ensure digital technologies can support learning in 

the most effective ways. We want to improve access to digital technologies for all learners and 

ensure that it is a key consideration in all areas of the curriculum. 

 

 

 

  



Digital Skills: 

Our aim at Carrick Knowe is for children to leave with “Digital Intelligence”. This is the set of social, 

emotional and cognitive abilities that will enable them to face the challenges and adapt to the 

demands of digital life. As you can see from the diagram on the right, Digital Intelligence can be 

broken down into eight interconnected areas: 

 

IDENTITY: The ability to create and manage an online identity and reputation. This includes an 

awareness of your online ‘persona’ and understanding of the short-term and long-term impact of 

decisions made online 

USE: The ability to use digital devices and media, including having an awareness of the healthy 

balance between life online and offline 

SAFETY: The ability to manage risks online (e.g. cyberbullying, grooming) as well as problematic 

content (e.g. violence and obscenity), and how to avoid and limit these risks 

SECURITY: The ability to detect cyber threats (e.g. hacking, scams, malware), to understand best 

practices and to use suitable security tools for data protection 

EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE: The ability to be empathetic and build good relationships with 

others online 

COMMUNICATION: The ability to communicate and collaborate with others using digital technology  

LITERACY: The ability to find, evaluate, utilise, share and create content as well as competency in 

computational thinking 

RIGHTS: The ability to understand and uphold personal and legal rights, including the rights to 

privacy, intellectual property, freedom of speech and protection from hate speech. 



Timetabling: 

Although there are areas of the Technologies curriculum that can be delivered separately (e.g. 

Coding/Computing Science), ‘Digital Technologies’ should NOT be considered as a standalone subject. 

Instead, digital skills should be taught regularly and embedded through other areas of the 

curriculum in order to give them meaning and purpose. Some examples of how lessons can be adapted 

have been given below. 

 

Previous Lesson: We are learning to create a presentation using PowerPoint. 

Adapted: Creating a poster about a research topic where you can introduce different 

aspects of PowerPoint as they are needed, rather than all at once. 
 

Previous Lesson: We are learning to touch type. 

Adapted: Spelling activity where children use Pages/Word to type out their spelling 

words where guidance can be given about hand position as part of it. 

 

Planning / SAMR Model: 

During planning sessions, both termly and weekly, a key question that should be asked is: ‘Could we 

use technology to enhance these lessons?’. At Carrick Knowe, we encourage the use of the SAMR 

Model to determine whether the technology application is enhancing or transforming the learning. 

Examples of the SAMR model are shared with staff both by email and also on our Digital Tech notice 

board. 

 



Learning Pathways: 

At Carrick Knowe we understand that, unlike some other curricular areas, learning pathways are not 

fixed or linear when it comes to digital technologies. Using the benchmarks, we recognise that there 

should be a continuing focus on digital skills and ensure that learners are demonstrating these 

effectively ACROSS the curriculum. 

In August 2021, we developed a new set of overviews which highlight the benchmarks as well as a 

range of activities/lessons where these benchmarks can be met. This new set of overviews are 

designed to be working documents where they can be updated with new examples of good practice 

as and when is needed. The overviews take a similar form to the ‘What Digital Learning Might Look 

Like’ document (Education Scotland, 2020). 

 

Empowered Learning / 1:1 iPads: 

As part of the Empowered Learning programme, every pupil in P6 and P7 will be given their own iPad. 

These iPads are given out at the start of Primary 6 and handed back at the end of Primary 7. Further 

information about Empowered Learning can be found by following the link below: 

digitaleducationteam.com/empowered-learning/ 

 

 

https://digitaleducationteam.com/empowered-learning/


Shared iPads / Laptops: 

As well as 1:1 iPads, we also have around 40 iPads and 15 laptops which can be booked using an online 

calendar. Following discussions with staff, we found that having a large central set of iPads is more 

beneficial than having a small set in each classroom. This allows them to be used for whole class 

lessons to take place rather than sharing devices. 

These devices are all homed in our ICT Suite. We are committed to improving this space and will 

continue to discuss with staff and pupil about how this can become a better learning environment. 

We also have areas in the school which have ‘Green Screens’ set up. 

 

Microsoft 365 Accounts: 

In P1-P4, children will use and become familiar with the Apple office suite of apps such as Pages, 

Numbers, KeyNote and iMovie. We believe they are more user-friendly for younger children, and 

they do not require any sign in which makes them easily accessible. 

In P5, children are given access to individual Microsoft 365 accounts. We are aware that some 

schools give children access to these accounts at a much younger stage however our experiences at 

Carrick Knowe have shown us that P5 is the stage where children can handle the extra responsibility 

that comes with having these accounts.- as well as being able to handle the somewhat complex nature 

of signing in! 

These accounts are accessible from school and home and provide children with access to the 

Microsoft Office suite of apps including Word, PowerPoint and Excel. We see this as a natural 

progression from the Apple suite of apps used previously. 

Using Microsoft 365 gives children the opportunity to save, share and collaborate on work with peers 

and their teachers as well as develop skills in new apps such as OneNote, Sway and Forms. They will 

also begin to use emails using the Outlook app. 

 

 



Computing Science: 

Computing Science starts in Nursery and P1 where children are encouraged to explore technologies 

such as remote-control cars and learn through play. As children move through the school, different 

fundamentals are taught alongside different types of coding. These progressions are shown below: 

Types of Coding 

Picture Blocks 

(P2/P3) 

 

Visual Code Blocks 

(P4/P5/P6) 

 

Textual Code 

(P7) 

 
 

Progression of 

Fundamentals 

Sequencing 

(P2/P3) 

Looping  

(P4) 

Parameters 

(P5) 

Events 

(P6) 

Conditionals 

(P7) 

During the 2021-22 session, we made a large investment into our Computing Science resources. We 

believe that all of these resources can be used at various stages of the school so although children 

will be learning new fundamentals each year, they will be using familiar coding resources to apply this 

new knowledge. For example, P3 children could code the Sphero to be able to follow a path whereas 

P6 children may code the Sphero in a way where it follows a path and reacts when it hits an object. 

Following this investment, we created a ‘Coding Overview’ guide for staff which outlines what learning 

should look at each stage. We have a number of further resources such as Sphero lesson plans and 

Scratch modules which are all accessible on the Online Server and will be added to in the future. 

Key Physical Resources: Key Apps / Online Resources: 

Sphero Bolt 

(x15) 

 

ScratchJnr 

 

Micro:Bit 

(x20) 

 

CodeSpark 

 

Lego Education: 

Spike Essential 

(x2) 
 

Scratch 

(Website) 

 

Lego Education: 

Spike Prime 

(x2) 
 

Barefoot 

Computing 
 

 



Digital Dynamos: 

The ‘Digital Dynamos’ are a pupil group who were first established in 2015. Every year, one pupil from 

each class can put themselves forward to take on the role and represent their class. 

The group meet regularly with a member of the Digital Working Group and they take a lead role in 

developing the use of technology at Carrick Knowe. Recent achievements have included producing a 

guide for apps where each of the Empowered Learning apps were tried, tested and reviewed by the 

group as well as becoming experts on our new technologies including Green Screens and Sphero 

robots. 

Some of our older pupils are also trained as ‘technicians’ which allows them to help out with the 

regular maintenance of our devices and also solve numerous problems (e.g. wi-fi issues). They can 

then use this knowledge to provide support to others in the school – staff as well as children! 

 

Roles & Responsibilities of our Senior Leadership Team (SLT): 

To ensure the effective use of digital technologies, our SLT will: 

1) Ensure that appropriate CLPL opportunities are offered to all staff 

2) Engage parent/carer groups in discussions around the benefits of digital learning, online safety 

and cyber resilience and look for opportunities to allow them to understand the benefits of digital 

technology in education (e.g. Curriculum Evenings, Online Sways) 

3) Ensure that all learners and staff are able to access appropriate digital technologies for learning, 

teaching and assessment. This includes making sure that funding is available to invest in new 

digital technologies as well as replacing/maintaining current resources. 

4) Ensure that all available resources, including digital technologies, are used effectively to create 

and sustain effective learning environments. This includes the monitoring of timetabling and 

making sure there is equity across the school. 

5) Ensure that the use of digital learning aligns with self-evaluation and improvement guidance at 

local and national level. For example, continuing to self-evaluate using HGIOS4 and the Digital 

Schools Award Scotland. 

6) Ensure that the school has a Digital Working Party with at least one Digital Leader 

7) Measure the impact of digital technologies on learning and teaching 

8) Make effective use of digital communication and balance this well with opportunities for face-

to-face discussions and collegiate time (e.g. online CAT sessions, T&A meetings, Parent 

Consultations).  



Roles & Responsibilities of our Digital Leaders / Working Group: 

To ensure the effective use of digital technologies, our digital leaders and working group will: 

1) Ensure that digital technologies, including hardware and software, are fit for purpose, up to 

date and easily accessible for users - this includes fixing things when they break! 

2) Keep up to date with current digital learning best practice, taking advice from and liaising with 

colleagues such as the Digital Learning Team and joining the CEC-DLCs Teams in order to take 

an active role in the Digital Leaders’ Network  

3) Work with the SLT to ensure that appropriate CLPL opportunities are offered to all staff and 

advise how best to ensure that staff continue to have a critical understanding of digital 

technologies and how these can be used to support learning 

4) Ensure that students and new staff are sufficiently supported in the appropriate and effective 

use of digital learning (e.g. setting up accounts, providing 1:1 support for systems such as 

Learning Journals and ensuring they are aware of the digital culture within the school) 

5) Work to identify opportunities to enhance assessment using digital technologies 

6) Continue to update our Digital Technologies Overviews in order to support staff in how the 

benchmarks can be met across the curriculum 

7) Alongside the SLT, measure the impact of digital technologies on learning and teaching  

8) Continue to use the self-evaluation toolkit from Digital Schools Award Scotland to maintain 

progress and highlight any next steps to staff. 

 

 

  



Roles & Responsibilities of our Staff: 

To ensure the effective use of digital technologies, our staff will: 

1) Have secure knowledge and understanding of current guidance on the use of digital technologies 

in school and know how to use digital technologies competently to enhance teaching and learning 

2) Engage with appropriate CLPL digital learning opportunities 

3) Enable learners to make full use of well-chosen resources, including digital technologies to 

support teaching and learning 

4) Provide a range of opportunities for learners to develop their digital skills across the curriculum 

5) Make the best use of available resources, including digital technologies, to create, sustain and 

enhance a motivating environment for effective learning  

6) Ensure that learning is enriched and supported by effective use of digital technologies 

7) Ensure appropriate Digital Literacy experiences, outcomes and benchmarks are embedded in 

every area of the curriculum 

8) Provide a range of opportunities for learners to develop their creative skills using digital learning 

across the curriculum 

9) Employ a range of teaching strategies and resources including digital technologies to meet the 

needs and abilities of learners 

 

  



Career Long Professional Learning (CLPL): 

As part of the Working Time Agreement, we ensure that time is allocated for staff to participate 

in appropriate and relevant CLPL. 

We recognise that all of our staff have different levels of experience and competence when it comes 

to working with Digital Technologies and we are committed to providing training in a variety of 

contexts to make sure all of our staff feel empowered to deliver effective learning and teaching. 

• Whole School Training 

• Stage Specific Training 

• Individual Bespoke Training (e.g. 1:1) 

• CEC Organised 

• Self-Led Tutorials (e.g. online) 

• Sharing Good Practice 
 

Courses are regularly shared with staff however we have identified some CORE learning 

which we expect all our teaching staff to have accessed where appropriate.  

All Staff: 

- Accessibility on the iPad: Vital for Some, Valuable for All 

https://mylearninghub.learn.link/content/615d6f34714b660011c1f53d 

 

- Apple Teacher Learning Center (Key aspects of Pages, KeyNote, Numbers, iMovie & GarageBand) 

https://appleteacher.apple.com/#/home/rp/T038121A-

en_EMEIA?backTo=%23%2Fhome%2Frp%2FR003996-en_EMEIA 

 

- Microsoft Education Center 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/learn/educator-center/ 

 

- Using the iPad creatively to capture Images and make an Apple Clips film 

https://mylearninghub.learn.link/content/615c2652714b660011c1b419 

 

Second Level Teachers: 

- Using Apple Classroom on the iPad to guide learning, share work and manage student devices 

https://mylearninghub.learn.link/content/61c058303e1df700113e3ce4 

 

- Using Teams on the iPad (an introduction / the basics) 

https://mylearninghub.learn.link/content/614475fd087caf0012391932 

 

- Using Teams on the iPad (more advanced incl. setting assignments / quizzes) 

https://mylearninghub.learn.link/content/61700430b905a300111565a1 

 

- Using Office 365 on the iPad for Digital Assessment 

https://mylearninghub.learn.link/content/6160155c714b660011c28c91 

 

- OneNote Class Notebook Video Guides 

https://www.onenoteineducation.com/  

  

https://mylearninghub.learn.link/content/615d6f34714b660011c1f53d
https://appleteacher.apple.com/#/home/rp/T038121A-en_EMEIA?backTo=%23%2Fhome%2Frp%2FR003996-en_EMEIA
https://appleteacher.apple.com/#/home/rp/T038121A-en_EMEIA?backTo=%23%2Fhome%2Frp%2FR003996-en_EMEIA
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/learn/educator-center/
https://mylearninghub.learn.link/content/615c2652714b660011c1b419
https://mylearninghub.learn.link/content/61c058303e1df700113e3ce4
https://mylearninghub.learn.link/content/614475fd087caf0012391932
https://mylearninghub.learn.link/content/61700430b905a300111565a1
https://mylearninghub.learn.link/content/6160155c714b660011c28c91
https://www.onenoteineducation.com/


Useful References: 

- Carrick Knowe Primary Digital Technologies Overview 

https://carrickknowe.files.wordpress.com/2022/08/digital-technology-overviews-2022-23.pdf 

 

- Carrick Knowe Primary Coding Overview 

https://carrickknowe.files.wordpress.com/2022/07/ckps-coding-overview.pdf 

 

- Empowered Learning (Digital Education Team) 

https://digitaleducationteam.com/empowered-learning/ 

 

- Digital Strategy (Education Scotland, 2019) 

https://education.gov.scot/Documents/ESDigitalStrategyJune2019.pdf 

 

- Digital Vision Diagrams (Education Scotland) 

https://blogs.glowscotland.org.uk/glowblogs/digilearn/digital-vision/ 

 

- Framework for Teaching and Learning: Digital Learning (City of Edinburgh Council, 2019) 

https://digitalteachingandlearning.files.wordpress.com/2019/11/digital-learning-strategy-january-

2019.pdf 

 

- Enhancing learning and teaching through the use of digital technology (Scottish Executive, 2016) 

https://www.gov.scot/binaries/content/documents/govscot/publications/strategy-

plan/2016/09/enhancing-learning-teaching-through-use-digital-technology/documents/00505855-

pdf/00505855-pdf/govscot%3Adocument/00505855.pdf?forceDownload=true 

 

- Features of Highly Effective Digital Learning, Teaching and Assessment in Schools (Education 

Scotland, 2022) 

https://education.gov.scot/media/cxwnqrma/nih312-features-of-highly-effective-digital-learning-

and-teaching-01-22.pdf 

 

- What Digital Learning Might Look Like (Education Scotland, 2020) 

https://education.gov.scot/media/uh2jebbs/nih158-what-digital-learning-might-look-like.pdf 
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https://www.gov.scot/binaries/content/documents/govscot/publications/strategy-plan/2016/09/enhancing-learning-teaching-through-use-digital-technology/documents/00505855-pdf/00505855-pdf/govscot%3Adocument/00505855.pdf?forceDownload=true
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